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Concerning a N ew  M ethod of T racing Cardioids.

By W illiam F. R igge, S.J., Creighton University, Omaha, Nebr.

A cardioid may under certain conditions be traced by a point when its motion 
is the resultant of a rectilinear simple harmonic movement and a uniform angular 
one of the same period. The harmonic motion may be obtained from any plane 
mechanical contrivance such as a revolving crank and a sliding slotted bar, while 
the angular one is best furnished by a disk rotating under the pen.

Fig. 1 will illustrate the definition just given as well as the conditions to be 
mentioned presently. The point A is the center of the disk which rotates in a 
clockwise direction with uniform angular speed. If the disk did not rotate, the 
tracing pen would move over the line EG parallel to the Y axis with simple har
monic motion, so that its distance from R, the middle point, would at any moment 
be the sine of the phase, the amplitude RE or RG being taken as the unit of our 
scale in this investigation. But when the disk does rotate, the combination of 
the rectilinear motion of the pen with the rotary one of the disk causes the pen 
B to trace the cardioid BCKQZFB (R is only by accident on the curve), pro
vided the following conditions are observed.

Conditions to be Observed.—First, the pen may be set down on the disk as at 
B at any initial phase a of its rectilinear harmonic motion. In Fig. 1 this initial 
phase a is taken as 52°, so that RB — sin 52°, RE, as said, being unity.

Second, the point B, at which the pen is set down on the disk, must be on the 
unit circle whose center 0 is on the Y axis and whose distance from A, the center 
of the disk, is the sine of the phase OA =  sin a =  sin 52° =  BR. The angle 
AOB we will call (3, the starting angle, and the circle just mentioned the starting 
circle. In Fig. 1 /3 is equal to 77°.

Study of the Conditions.— It is to be noted first that a and /3 are independent 
variables and may have any values whatever.

Secondly, the initial phase a fixes the center of the starting circle 0 on the 
axis of* 7, so that 0 is in the same direction from A that B is from R, and OA =  
BR. It also fixes the center D of what we will call the cusp-circle, because it is 
the locus of the cusp of the cardioid that can be generated with the given initial 
phase a. The radius of this small circle is one half that of the starting circle, or 
one half of our chosen unit, its circumference passes through A and 0, and it is 
internally tangent to the large circle at S on the axis of X, so that the angle 
ASO =  a. This puts S to the left of A when cos a is positive, and to the right
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From what has just been said about a and ,d, it follows that two or more pens 
may be set down at various points on the starting circle, fastened together, and 
made to move with the same simple harmonic mechanism: they will all trace 
equal cardioids which have their cusps on the same small cusp circle; and a pair 
of diametrically opposite pens will trace the same cardioid.

Other Initial Phases and Starting Angles.—Various figures are here given to 
illustrate the changes that come upon the position of the cardioid as a and are 
given different values, the cardioid however being always of the same size as 
long as the amplitude of the simple harmonic motion remains the same. We 
will at this juncture call attention only to Figs. 1, 2, 3. Fig. 1, as said before,

gives the values of a =  52° and =  77° or 257°. In Fig. 2, we have a =  0°, 
when the center 0 of the starting circle is at A, the center of the disk; the center 
D of the cusp circle is on the axis of X  to the left of A, and the point of tangency 
of both circles is at S . When /3 =  0° or 180°, the pen is set down at B  or K,  and 
the cusp of the cardioid is at A. When /3 =  90° or 270°, the pen is started at 
E or S, and the cusp is at 8. The cusp is always at the starting point when this 
is at the point of tangency or 180° away from it. When (3 =  135° or 315°, the 
pen is set down at G or H, and the cusp is at L. It will be seen that the cusp is 
always on the diameter through 0 and the starting point.
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When 0° <  a <  90° we have a drawing like Fig. 1.
When a =  90° as in Fig. 3, the center 0 of the starting circle is at the distance 

unity from A, and the center D of the cusp circle is halfway between them, their 
point of tangency being at A. When 6 =  0° or 180°, the pen is set down at A 
or K. When jS =  35° or 215°, the point is B or F and the cusp is at C.

The easiest way to draw a cardioid is to take a =  90° and jd =  0°, that is, to 
place the pen exactly at the center of the disk A when its phase is 90°. This is 
the way in which the writer had drawn a number of cardioids, when it occurred 
to him to displace the pen from A to some other point such as B, to see what would 
happen. Fortunately B was on the starting circle, and to his great surprise a 
perfect cardioid resulted. But the position of B had not been marked, so that 
in endeavoring to rediscover it later, hours of experimentation were necessary 
before its position was determined to be on the starting circle. This was chang
ing jd. Then the idea came to change the initial phase a. After much more experi
ment and analysis, the final law was found which is presented in this article.

When 90° <  a <  180°, we have a diagram like Fig. 1 when this is turned 
half-way round the Y axis and looked at from the other side of the paper, the 
points D and S then being to the right of OA.
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When a =  180°, we have Fig. 2 when the paper is turned half-way round the 
point A with the same side of the page facing us. For the values of a from 180° 
to 360°, the points 0 and D are below the X  axis, and the figures are obvious 
enough after a little study.

Object of this Article.—The chief object of this article is to prove that under 
the given conditions the curve so drawn is a cardioid.

The method to be pursued in the proof will be to suppose the cardioid gener
ated as an epicycloid, and then to show that the pen traces the same curve. Tak
ing the cusp circle, then, as the fixed one, the cusp C must evidently lie upon it 
and the axis of the cardioid must pass through its center. Placing the equal 
generating circle with its center at T in Fig. 1, when its tracing point is at B, we 
have the arcs COJ and BJ equal, and the lines CB and DT parallel. As the 
quadrilateral DOB T has its opposite sides equal, they are also parallel, and hence 
OB is likewise parallel to DT, so that the lines CB and OB are coincident, and 
therefore the cusp C lies on the diameter KOB.

The Phase of the Pen at the Cusp.— For the sake of greater clearness we will 
suppose the disk to remain at rest and the pen to have its rotary motion in the 
opposite sense, that is, in an anti-clockwise direction. We will also assume for 
the present that the pen really traces the epicycloidal cardioid drawn by revolv
ing the generating circle T with its pen at B about the fixed circle D. This as
sumption will be given a rigorous proof later, but it will serve well now to estab
lish some of the conditions, such as the position of the cusp C and the phase of 
the pen when at the cusp.

It is evident that in passing through the cusp C the pen must be momentarily 
at rest on the paper and its rectilinear and rotary velocities must be equal and 
opposite. The diagram offers the suggestion that the pen is then at one of its 
two least distances from the center of revolution A, and that AC must be equal 
to AL =  MB =  sin fi. As there are two points on the cusp circle at this dist
ance from A, we must take the one that is on the diameter KOB, as said before.

We must next find the two phases of the pen in its rectilinear motion when 
it is at L, at its minimum distance from A. As I? is its mean position at the 
phase 0°, LR is equal to the sine of the phase when at L. Now as AO is equal 
and parallel to BR, OB and AR must also be equal to one another and parallel 
so that the triangles BOM and ARL are equal, and then LR =  OM — cos (3 
=  sin (90 ±  j8). The phase of the pen when at the cusp is then either 90° 
-  |8 =  90° -  77° =  13°, or 90° +  /3 =  90° +  77° =  167°. In this instance we 
must take the latter value, because the direction of the linear motion of the pen 
must be downward at L in order to be to the right at C and annul its rotary 
motion which is counter-clockwise or to the left at C.

The rectilinear speed of the pen at L, or at C, is then d[sin (90° +  j8)] =  cos 
(90° +  j3)dj3 =  — sin /Sd/S. The rotary velocity at C is CAdfi =  +  sin (3dd 
=  +  sin dfi, because dd, the angular velocity of the pen, d/3 or da, the variation 
of the rectilinear phase of the pen, are all equal and constant. Hence as the recti
linear velocity of the pen is — sin (3d(3 and its.rotary speed is +  sin fidj.3, it is at
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rest at the cusp C and is then in the phase 90° +  /3. The pen is in phase 90° 
— j8 =  13°, in the present instance, when at F, where the rectilinear and rotary- 
motions are also equal but in the same direction. There can be no other points 
besides C and F at which the two motions of the pen are exactly equal and either 
in directly opposite or in the same direction, because as the rotary motion must 
be at right angles to the radius through A, the two L points of the rectilinear 
motion are the only ones in which this is true.

As CA in the cusp circle is equal to sin (3, it follows that the angle CD A = 2(3, 
and DC A — DAC =  90° — (3. The angle DSA = a, since OA =  since and SO 
=  unity, and hence also SA =  cos a, and DAS =  OCA = a. The position of 
the axis of the cardioid is therefore readily found. It is only by accident how
ever that the cardioid passes through R, and that Z seems to lie on the Y axis.

The Second Starting Point K .— On account of the equality of the angles SDJ, 
SOB, DTB, CDJ, the (reflex) angle CDS is double the angle SOB, so that if the 
angular positions of the pen at B and of the cusp C are reckoned from the common 
point of tangency $ of their circles, the angle of the cusp is twice that of the 
initial position of the pen and the arcs SAJOC and SB are equal. If we add 
equals to these equals, the whole circumference of the D circle to the first and a 
semicircumference of the 0 circle to the second, it follows that the pen may be 
set down at K  as well as at B in order to trace the same cardioid. The explana
tion given before for the point B then applies equally to the point K, if we re
place LR by HP, BR by HK, and remember that as (3 is then increased by 180° 
or KOA =  180° — (3, NO and HP are equal to — cos (3 = — sin (90° ±  j8) 
=  sin (270° d= j8) — 347° or 193° in the present case. The first of these 270° 
+  /3 =  347° must evidently be here the phase of the K  pen when at the cusp C, 
because the rectilinear motion at P must be upward, or to the right at C, to coun
teract the left rotary motion. As 90° +  j8 and 270° +  /3 differ 180°, the B and 
K  pens are half a phase apart. And as their linear distance from one another is 
KOB =  2 =  (1 — cos 6) +  (1 +  cos 6), the line joining them passes through the 
cusp.

Preliminaries to the Proof that the Pen Traces the Cardioid.—We are now in a 
position to verify the assumption that the pen B traces the epicycloidal cardioid. 
First let us examine the rectilinear component of its motion. This would at 
any phase interval 6 after passing through L, bring it, say, to W, so that its dis
tance from L would be LW = RW +  RL =  sin [(90 -f- 0) +  6] — cos /3. Here 
90° +  (3 is the phase of the pen at L, as we saw before, so that (90° +  /3) +  6 is 
the phase after the interval d. Taking 6 =  135° as an example, this would make 
the phase 167° +  135° =  302°, and put the pen at W, RW being equal to sin 
(90 +  j8 +  6). LW is in principle equal to the difference of RW and LR, that is, 
RW — LR as would be evident if W were between L and R and both RW and 
LR positive. Here however, as RW is minus and LR plus, we have their numer
ical sum, which is minus. As sin ((90° +  (3) -f- Q) =  sin (90° +  ((3 +  6)) =  cos 
(/3 +  d), the length of LW  =  cos ((3 +  6) — cos /3.

Secondly, the rotary component alone of the pen after its arrival at the cusp
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in the phase 90° +  (3, during the phase interval 0 after that, swings the pen from 
C to U through the angle 0 =  CATJ, which, as said, is here taken as 135°, the cen
ter of rotation being A, and the radius UA = CA = AL =  sin /3.

Thirdly, in compounding the two motions of the pen, if we allow the rotary 
motion first to carry the pen from the cusp C to the point U, and then the recti
linear component to move it from U to Q over the tangent UQ =  LW  =  cos 
(/3 +  0) — cos /3, we must, if our contention is correct, find the point Q on our 
cardioid with a position angle QCX' =  0. The actual proof however will be the 
reversal of this procedure, taking a point Q on the cardioid at the position angle 
X'CQ — 0, and showing that the length of the tangent QU dropped from it to 
the A circle is equal to cos (j8 +  0) — cos /3.

The Proof.—Taking C as the pole or origin and CX' as the positive direction 
of the X  axis, the equation of the cardioid is p =  1 — cos 0, SO = OB [=
CZ] being unity.

The coordinates of Q are then
h — p cos 0 =  cos 0 — cos2 0;
k = p sin 0 =  sin 0 — sin 0 cos 0.
The radius of the A circle is AU = AC = r — sin /8.
The coordinates of its center are
a — — AC cos DCA = — sin /3 cos (90° — j3) =  — sin2 (3;
b — — AC sin DCA =  — sin (3 sin (90° — j8) =  — sin (3 cos j3.
The square of the tangent QU dropped from a point (h, k) to the circle

(x — a)2 +  (y — b)2 — r2 =  0 being (h — a)2 +  (k — b)2 — r2, we here have the
square of QU equal to (cos 0 — cos2 0 +  sin2 (3)2 +  (sin 0 — sin 0 cos 0 +  sin 
18 cos jS)2 — sin2 (3.

Upon reducing, we find this value equal to the square of cos (/3 +  0) — cos (3. 
Therefore the pen B traces the cardioid BCKQZFB.

We may notice that the initial phase a does not appear in this analysis, be
cause that merely fixes the positions of the centers of the starting and cusp circles 
0 and D on the disk. The point B, however, with its starting angle (3, being a 
point on the cardioid, determined the actual position of the cusp and the direc
tion of the axis CZ. And lastly although definite numerical values of a, (3, and 
0, have been used in the figures for purposes of illustration, only general algebraic 
values have entered our equations.

Analysis and Synthesis of the Motions of the Pen.— The analysis just pre
sented shows us how the cardioid is drawn mechanically. While the rotary mo
tion swings the pen around the tangent circle (as we may call it) with uniform speed 
(see also Fig. 4) the rectilinear harmonic motion keeps it on the tangents to the 
successive points at the distance cos (/3 +  0) — cos /3. If we wished to plot these 
tangents as in Fig. 4, we would have to begin with a knowledge of the zero direc
tion of the rotary motion. Its center is, of course, at A, and we know that the 
cusp C must be in the phase 90° +  j3 (=  167°). Centering a protractor at A so 
that C reads 90° +  /3, as in Fig. 4 in which the radii are drawn in dotted lines at 
intervals of 30°, we shall not only easily find the zero, but also see that L will 
indicate the initial phase a (=  52°), F will show 90° — /3 (=  13°), and D 180°.
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As we wish to plot our tangents from the true 0° of the rotary motion, instead 
of from the cusp C from which we before reckoned the phase interval 6 in our proof, 
we must subtract 90° +  ]8 from the 6 there used. Changing back our cos (/3 +  6) 
into sin (90° +  +  6) from which it originated, and then subtracting 90° +
from 6, we have for the length of a tangent sin d — cos /5, which, as cos (3 is con
stant, gives truly a rectilinear simple harmonic motion.

After the cardioid has actually been drawn, there is a very simple and expe
ditious way of finding at any time the phase of the pen at any point or conversely

its position at a given phase. We need but center a protractor on the cusp C 
and take CA as the zero line. This has been done in Fig. 4, in which the radii 
vectores are drawn in dashed lines. The phases of the pen are then shown directly 
by the readings on the protractor. B will thus be found to show the initial phase 
a (=  52°), K  will be 180° +  a, X' 90° +  (3 and Z 270° +  /3. The points of the
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cardioid at the phases 90° and 270° will be seen to have maximum, and those at 
90 dt jS minimum distances from A.

While the mechanical method used in drawing the cardioid is really the tan
gent method just mentioned, the components of the movements, that is, the uni
form angular speed of the pen about the center of the disk A, as well as its recti
linear simple harmonic motion, are bound to disappear individually from view 
on account of their combination. But if we refer now the motions of the pen to 
the cusp C, we find that the pen really moves about this cusp with uniform angular 
speed and also really moves in its direction with true simple harmonic motion, 
so that while the compound motion of the pen about the center of the disk is 
such as to make its components indistinguishable, these components, although 
united, are elegantly re-analyzed and exposed to view when we refer the motion 
to the cusp.

The Intersection Circle.—A study of Fig. 4 will reveal the peculiar property 
that the radii vectores passing through the cusp C and the radii of the tangent 
circle centered at A, that are in the same phase, intersect each other on what we 
may call the intersection circle which has its center at T. For example, the radius
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vector PCREM of 30° (or 210°) and the radius GQANM of the same phase, inter
sect in M which is on the intersection circle T. That this is really the case is 
due to the fact that the angle at M is constant and equal to 90° — j8. The 0° 
lines of the radii centered at C and A make this angle CAD =  90° — /3, with 
one another, as we saw before in Fig. 1, so that all other radii in the same phase 
must also be inclined to one another at this angle, and hence the angle PMG 
=  90° — 18. Therefore the intersection points of all the radii in equal phases 
lie on a circle, because they form triangles like MCA which has a constant base 
CA and a constant vertical angle M.

The length of the tangent NE (at 30°) is +  sin 6 — cos jd and of GP (180° 
away) is — sin d — cos j8 or sin 6 +  cos j8, if we regard only its absolute value. 
Their difference PH =  2 cos /?, and their distance apart GN =  2 sin Let us 
imagine the line HE drawn parallel to GN which has been omitted in order not 
to crowd the figure too much. Then we have the proportion

PH PG 2 cos jd sin 6 +  cos /3
HE =  GA +  AM  ° r 2 sin 0 "  sin 0 +  AM ’

from which we find the chord AM  =  sin 6 tan (3. This chord becomes a maxi
mum when 6 =  90°, so that the diameter of the intersection circle is tan /3 and 
its radius AT = %  tan j8. Its center T lies on the 90° — 270° radius through A, 
produced if necessary, and its circumference passes through C, A and F.

F ig. 6.
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The points R and Q, at which a radius vector through C and a radius through 
A differing 90° in phase intersect, lie on the cusp circle, because the quadrilat
eral CRAQ has two opposite angles at C and A equal to 90°, so that the other two 
are supplementary and are therefore inscribed in the circle passing through A 
and C.

In Fig. 5, a has its old value of 52°, but A OB or (3 has been made equal to 
90°. The starting and cusp circles are in the same positions as in Fig. 1, be
cause these depend upon a alone. The cusp C however, has shifted somewhat, 
so that it is now on the line DA since the angle CAD =  90° — j8 =  0° in the pres
ent case. F is also on the line CD A, which is here the common 0° line of the radii 
passing through C and A. The radius AC or AL of the tangent circle is unity, 
and the lengths of the tangents sin 6 — cos j8 drawn to it are now simply sin Q. 
The radius of the intersection circle \ tan jS is infinite, so that the radii through 
C and A at equal phases are parallel.

In Fig. 6, a is as usual 52°, but /3 =  0°. The starting and cusp circles and the 
0° line DA are the same as before, but the cusp C is now at A. The radii of the 
tangent and intersection circles are zero. The lengths of the tangents sin d 
— cos (3 are sin 6 — 1 or 1 — sin 6, and are ordinary radii vectores of the cardioid.

F ig. 7.
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Finally in Fig. 7, a =  /? =  52°. The starting and cusp circles and the 0° line 
of the tangent circle are the same as usual. The cusp C however is now at 0, 
and the 0° line of the radii vectores through it is the negative direction of the 
Y axis. F has shifted somewhat and the intersection circle is much reduced.


